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Hawks bounce back, defeat Bobcats

By Ken Sugiura  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

11:04 p.m. Saturday, January 22, 2011 

CHARLOTTE -- An inspired second half may have turned a potential landslide into a historical aberration.

Playing without two injured starters and a suspended backup, the Hawks scrambled to a 103-87 win over 

the Charlotte Bobcats on Saturday night. The victory, their eighth in the past 10 games and sixth in a row 

on the road, washed away the sour aftertaste of a 41-point loss to New Orleans on Friday at Philips 

Arena.

"This is definitely a plus for us," said center Zaza Pachulia, who responded to a rare starting opportunity 

with a productive night. "We had a chance to clean up our mess, and that's what happened."

With forwards Al Horford and Marvin Williams at home mending injuries and backup Josh Powell serving 

a one-game suspension, the shorthanded Hawks (29-16) accepted contributions from across the roster 

to subdue the Bobcats (17-25). Forward Damien Wilkins played 26 minutes off the bench, almost as 

many as he had played in the previous four games combined, switching between shooting guard, small 

forward and power forward. Pachulia rallied from a slow start to give nine points and eight rebounds in 28 

minutes in one of his better games in recent weeks.

Guard Mike Bibby, held scoreless Friday for the first time in almost a year, kicked in 14 points, including 

a 3-pointer midway through the third quarter that gave the Hawks the lead for good.

The win ended an eventful five days for the Hawks, who fought to win in overtime in Miami on Tuesday in 

perhaps their biggest win of the season. They followed it, however, with a putrid 100-59 loss to New 

Orleans on Friday.

"[Wins] all feel good, but this one especially," Wilkins said.

Coach Larry Drew had cautioned the team before the game not to let the Friday loss snowball, and the 

Hawks scored the first nine points of the game. However, shoddy defense against the pick-and-roll and in 

the post enabled Charlotte to rally and take a 49-44 halftime lead.

When forward Josh Smith's fourth foul midway through the third quarter limited Drew's options even 

further, he went with a small lineup of Pachulia, Wilkins, Bibby, Jamal Crawford and Joe Johnson. They 

went to a zone defense that triggered a 17-4 run that put the Hawks up 74-63 with 1:27 to play in the 

third. The Bobcats, who had won 10 of 12 against the Hawks in Charlotte entering the game, did not 

challenge in the fourth.
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"I think that [zone] relegated them to jump shots, so it worked in our favor," Crawford said.

Johnson led the way again, scoring 32 points on 12-for-18 shooting including three of four from 3-point 

range. In 10 January games, Johnson has scored 24 or more in eight of them.

"With Al being out, that's a good 15, 16, 17 points gone, so I just wanted to be aggressive and kind of set 

the tone early," Johnson said.
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